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The weighted ensemble (WE) simulation strategy can provide unbiased sampling of non-
equilibrium processes, such as molecular folding or binding. Unbiased kinetic rates can
be extracted from any discrete clustering of the configuration space based on a history-
augmented Markov state model (haMSM) at any lag time, in the steady-state. However, the
convergence of WE to steady-state may require unaffordably long simulations in complex
systems. Here we show that by clustering molecular configurations into many (thousands
of) microbins using methods developed in the Markov State Modeling (MSM) community,
unbiased kinetics can be obtained from WE data using history-augmented Markov State
Models (haMSMs) before SS convergence of the WE simulation itself. Because arbitrarily
small lag times can be used within the exact haMSM formulation, accurate kinetics can be
obtained with significantly less trajectory data than traditional MSMs, while bypassing the
often prohibitive convergence requirements of the non-equilibrium weighted ensemble. We
validate the method in a simple diffusive process on a 2D random energy landscape, and
apply the method to atomistic protein folding simulations using WE molecular dynamics.
We report significant progress towards the unbiased estimation of protein folding times and
pathways, though key challenges remain.
Keywords: Non-Markovian, Markov State Models, Adaptive Sampling, Non-Equilibrium
Dynamicsa
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INTRODUCTION
In this study, we address a straightforward technical question: Can steady-state (SS) kinetic in-
formation (i.e., the rate constant) be extracted from unbiased transient data obtained via weighted
ensemble (WE) simulation? The data examined below will show that this is indeed the case, and
that rate-constant estimates are most reliable when extracted using a non-Markov analysis1–3 of
a very fine discretization of configuration space – typically much finer than was used to run the
original WE simulations themselves. WE simulations typically use a discretization of configura-
tion space into bins, each of which may contain several trajectories running in parallel4,5 – thus
limiting the number of bins which can be used to tens or hundreds in practical cases.
We are considering the rate constant kAB = 1/MFPT(A→ B), from one macrostate (A) to an-
other (B), where A and B could be two non-overlapping conformational states, folded and unfolded
states of a protein, or unbound and bound states of a complex. The MFPT is the mean first-passage
time for the process.
It has been well established that kAB can be obtained from WE simulations which have reached
SS based on the Hill relation1,2,6,
kAB = Flux(A→ B;SS) (1)
which uses the probability flux into state B – i.e., the probability arriving per unit time. However,
complex systems inevitably will require long relaxation times to reach SS, and during the transient
relaxation period “direct” WE estimates obtained from the probability flux will typically under-
estimate the true SS flux7. Our concern is to extract accurate estimates of the SS flux based on
transient WE data – i.e., before steady state has been reached.
In prior work, we showed that a history-dependent non-Markov analysis of WE bins could be
used to estimate the SS rate based on stationary solution of an appropriate transition matrix1,8–10.
Here, we term the non-Markov formulation a “history-augmented Markov state model” (haMSM)
to emphasis both its relation to, and difference from, standard MSMs. In a haMSM, one constructs
a separate transition matrix for each direction (A-to-B or B-to-A) based on the subset of trajectories
which were most recently in macrostate A for the A-to-B direction (or B, for B-to-A). The history
is equivalent to the directionality – i.e., the labeling of which macrostate was visited more recently.
Once the history has been used to select the trajectory subset, rate estimation proceeds much as it
would in a standard MSM calculation. However, haMSMs provide unbiased estimates of the rates
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(inverse MFPT), whereas standard MSMs are biased for finite-sized bins3. We also emphasize that
we are not computing “implied timescales” based on eigenvalues but the MFPT corresponding to
a well-defined physical process.
Here we show that using finer (smaller) bins in a haMSM gives better performance for rate
estimation from WE data, and we employ the clustering/binning processes which have been ex-
tensively developed in the MSM community11–13. The motivation for using smaller bins is that
larger bins are likely to possess internal free energy barriers leading to slower internal relaxation,
which in turn will bias the transition probabilities (transition matrix elements) of the haMSM and
ultimately the macroscopic transition rate estimate. Procedurally, we use fine “microbins” gener-
ated by analyzing uni-directional (A-to-B) data with the pyEMMMA software12. These microbins
are used to generate a haMSM, whose stationary solution provides the desired rate constant kAB1.
Our primary focus is showing that finer/smaller bins yield more accurate rate estimates, especially
when compared to the relatively large bins used to run WE simulations. We note that practical WE
simulations are limited in the number of bins which can be used because computing cost scales
linearly with the number of bins5.
THEORY AND PROCEDURES
We wish to describe the kinetics of macrostate transitions in a molecular system; we define a
source state (A) and a sink state (B), which are arbitrary non-overlapping regions of phase space,
and we wish to efficiently calculate the mean first-passage time (MFPT) from A to B based on
the Hill relation (1). For the A→ B transition we only need the α subset of trajectories which
were most recently in A; those most recently in B are denoted β . To this end we employ weighted
ensemble simulation for the α subset: trajectories initiated at A which subsequently arrive at the
absorbing sink at B are regenerated at A. WE provides an unbiased representation of the α reactive
trajectory ensemble14,15.
Here wish to post-analyze the molecular dynamics in a discretized configurational space using
a transition matrix T . The matrix encodes (conditional) transition probabilities Ti j among bins
or “microbins” i and j and can bypass the need to sample from the correct SS distributions, so
long as each microbin internally has the correct SS distribution. Markov state models (MSMs)
have been used to stitch together many independent simulations to approximate long-timescale
processes16–18 but do not distinguish the α and β trajectory subsets2.
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The haMSM is a transition matrix formulation containing history labels, namely α or β , so
that transition matrix elements are calculated solely from the corresponding trajectory subsets1.
Compared to a standard MSM, a haMSM expands the transition matrix formulation with N×N
states into a 2N× 2N labeled rate matrix. Here, we are concerned solely with the α (last in A)
ensemble of the source/sink system, which limits our attention to the N×N transition (sub)matrix
Tαi j = P{Xαt+τ = j|Xαt = i} (2)
with τ the lag time of the transition matrix.
The discretized version of the Hill relation (1) then becomes1
kAB = Flux(A→ B;SS) = ∑
i/∈B, j∈B
pαi T
α
i j (haMSM) (3)
with pαi the SS probability of microbin i based on SS solution of the transition matrix T
α . This
non-equilibrium α SS breaks detailed balance because of the net flux into the B state originating
in the A state. The haMSM formulation (3) yields the correct MFPT independent of the lag-
time used to construct the transition matrix1,2. This is a powerful distinction from the traditional
MSM because it means that all transitions collected in the α trajectory ensemble can be used to
train the haMSM. In the atomistic protein folding example we use a 10ps lag time, which should
be contrasted with the ∼100ns lag times needed for accurate MSMs of molecular systems. In
practice, training the haMSM could require significantly less trajectory data than for a standard
MSM.
Because the haMSM transition matrix is built from the conditional transition probabilities be-
tween states, the SS distribution need only be reached within the defined bins, not between them.
As noted above, we expect faster relaxation for smaller bins – that is, for haMSMs with more
microbins.
Clustering
History augmented Markov State Models (haMSMs) are constructed directly from the WE
simulation trajectories. We employ “MSM-style” microbins, which is the new development in
this work. Specifically, we apply unsupervised clustering methods to extract a set of microbins
(Voronoi centers) representing the configuration space visited by the WE trajectories. For each
haMSM based on clustering, the latest-occurring 100,000 structures from the training window
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are used as input to the clustering. The training is chosen in different ways to address different
questions (see below), and the windows used are always indicated in the results section. A new
clustering was performed for each training window considered, so that only the information avail-
able inside the training window is ever used for the analysis. K-means clustering with a minimum
RMSD metric based on all protein atom Cartesian coordinates (rotationally and translationally
minimized) was performed using the pyEMMA software package12, requiring ∼24 hours of com-
putation over 12 CPUs for each clustering calculation. Given a set number of desired microbins
and an initial condition, a k-means clustering is deterministic, but is random given a change in the
desired number of microbins or initial bin.
In the NTL9 low-friction folding system, we also explored the use of dimensionality reduction
methods, to extract a lower dimensional subspace spanning the slow conformational degrees of
freedom. Principal component analysis (PCA) dimensionality reduction was applied to the matrix
of intra α-carbon distances, and was able to vastly reduce the effective system dimensionality and
the computational cost of the clustering, and resulted in quantitatively similar results to the all-
atom clustering with the minimum RMSD metric. We also utilized the Variational Approach for
Markov Processes (VAMP)13 dimensionality reduction method leveraging the time-lagged covari-
ance matrix to extract a low-dimensional representation of the generator and extract a subspace of
slow degrees of freedom, appropriate for non-equilibrium ensembles. Trajectories of every seg-
ment from the last iteration of the training window were traced back to the first step (unfolded
structure). These trajectories were used as input to the VAMP clustering algorithm implemented
in pyemma12 with an input lag time of half the training window.
haMSM construction
Construction of haMSMs proceeds in a highly similar manner to constructing a standard MSM,
except via WE weights instead of simple transition counts. All weights from WE simulation are
tracked5 and available for this analysis. Microbins which are not fully connected (e.g., transitions
in but not out) were removed from the analysis. To build the transition matrix, the transitioning
weight from state i to state j, wi j, at each iteration was averaged to construct the haMSM transition
matrix using Ti j =
〈wi j〉
〈wi〉 with wi = ∑ jwi j. Here all transitions are used – that is, transitions only
observed a single time were included in the analysis. The lag time τ of the transition matrix was
the same as the WE integration time, or 10.0 ps in this case. Extracting the structural transition
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information at each step requires a large amount of file input/output, and can be slow depending
on file access capability/concurrency, but is not computationally demanding.
In using the transition matrix to extract non-equilibrium SS kinetics via Eq. (3), we must apply
suitable boundary conditions. The source/sink boundary conditions were enforced by employing
the exact target state (sink, or macrostate B) and source state (A) definitions used in the WE simu-
lation when constructing the haMSM, with the transition matrix row for the target state enforcing
all probability transfers directly back to the source state. That is, with b the index of the sink state,
and a the index of the source state,
Tba = 1, Tb{i 6=a} = 0, (4)
The SS flux and mean first-passage time were estimated from the SS of the haMSM transition
matrix via Eq. (3).
Initializing WE simulations in estimated SS
The initialization of new WE simulations requires extracting a representative set of structures
and weights best representing the estimated SS. To do so, we cycled through each defined WE bin.
Using the average progress coordinate(s) for each microbin, we defined the subset of microbins
which map to each WE bin. From that subset, we resampled with replacement according to the
haMSM estimated SS weight, choosing a microbin for each desired new particle per WE bin. For
each new particle desired, we created a library of the set of structures and raw WE weights which
map to the chosen microbin from the input WE simulations. From this library, we chose a structure
randomly according to the raw WE weights. The total weight in each WE bin was enforced to be
the sum of the probabilities of the SS microbins which get mapped to the WE bin (based upon
the average progress coordinate(s) of structures mapped to the microbin). The relative weights of
each particle in the WE bin is set to be proportional to the SS weight of the microbin from which
they were chosen.
RESULTS
Our goal is to validate the use of the haMSM approach to extract SS kinetics from transient
trajectory data in complex systems. To that end, we apply the haMSM analysis to WE simulations
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of diffusion in a 2D random energy landscape, and atomistic protein folding, described in detail in
Ref. 19. We are interested in the extent to which haMSMs with many (thousands of) microbins can
accelerate the estimation of the SS flux compared to the SS relaxation time. We will refer to the
ratio of the SS relaxation time (τSS) to the latest molecular time (WE simulation time) tmol used in
the haMSM training window where the haMSM can predict the SS flux, as the acceleration. This
is not a computational acceleration as compared to any other methods.
Our validation has two stages. (i) When the haMSM is trained with a full set of data which
approaches SS, then the predicted MFPT should be independent of the clustering. Even coarse
clusterings produce exact results1,3. (ii) When the haMSM is trained solely on transient data, we
seek haMSMs which reliably predict the MFPT found from the more complete training – i.e., the
SS value.
Diffusion in a 2D Random Energy Landscape
We first tested our approach by simulating a particle diffusing in a 2D random energy landscape
shown in 1. Parameters were chosen to emulate an amino acid in water at 300K (m = 100 dal-
tons, D= kBTγ = 6.08610
−10 m2
s ). 2 stable states (6kBT deep gaussian wells of 1.0nm width) were
separated by 10nm with the addition of forty randomly placed gaussians (python code to generate
the energy surface provided in the supplemental information). A confining radial potential was
also placed at 9nm from the domain center. Particle trajectories were evolved according to the
Langevin equation,
m∂
2~x
∂ t2 =−γ ∂~x∂ t −~∇U(~x)+~f (t), 〈 fi(t) · f j(t ′)〉= 2γkBTδ (t− t ′)δ i j (5)
with ~x(t) the particle position at time t, m the mass, γ the friction, U(~x) the potential energy
surface, T the temperature (kB Boltzmann’s constant). Additionally, “recycling” was performed in
the weighted ensemble implementation– trajectories which are found in the defined target state (B)
are “recycled” back to the source state (A). Weighted ensemble bins were based upon the radial
distance to the target state and placed every 0.2nm up to 10.0nm and a final bin edge at 12.0nm
encompassing all particles with distances greater than 12.0nm. See Fig. 1 for state definitions
and weighted ensemble binning. System was evolved according to Eq. (5) using the Openmm
molecular dynamics Langevin integrator20. The weighted ensemble sampling was implemented
with a 50.0ps lag time in WESTPA21 with 4 particles per WE bin (200 particles for each WE
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simulation once full occupancy is reached).
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FIG. 1. 2D random energy landscape and distributions. A) Potential energy in the domain (units of kBT at
T = 300K) with source (A) and sink (B) states labeled, and weighted ensemble binning of the distance to
the sink (black lines). B SS distribution− log pSS of the one-way feedback process from numerical solution
of the Smoluchowski equation. C Transient distribution − log p(t) from WE simulation at roughly 1/50 of
the SS relaxation time, t = 2.5ns (MFPT ∼ 1.0µs). C haMSM estimated SS distribution − log pSS using
WE simulation training set up to t = 2.5ns. 2D images from WE distributions have been smoothed with a 1
pixel gaussian kernel for visual clarity.
In this overdamped regime evolution of the probability distribution is determined from the
Smoluchowski equation with the addition of the recycling from target (sink, B) and initial (source,
A) states,
∂ p
∂ t =−~∇ · ~J+ γA(~x)
∫
dΩB
~J · nˆd~x, ~J = βD~f (~x)p−D~∇p (6)
with p(~x, t) the probability distribution in the domain at time t with absorbing boundary at the
sink p(~x ∈ A) = 0, ~J the current, γA(~x) the source distribution (here a δ -function at B), ~f =−~∇U ,
and D= kBTγ , and ΩB the boundary of B. Eq. (6) is the standard Smoluchowski equation with the
addition of the source/sink boundary conditions for recycling7, and was solved numerically using
the fipy22 package. Slight variation was observed between different choices of grid sizes (400x400
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- 800x800) and timestep (10.0−100.0ps) and this variation set the minimum and maximum range
of the SS flux into the target state shown in Fig. 3.
WE simulations, and numerical solution of the probability evolution were initialized from the
source state. Transient evolution between the WE trajectory ensemble and the determistic proba-
bility evolution given from numerical solution of Eq. (6) are consistent (see supplementary Fig.
10), not surprising since WE is an unbiased path sampling procedure23. A validation set of 50 long
WE simulations of length 100ns were performed, showing relaxation at around 0.1µs to a SS in-
dicating an MFPT 1.0µs via Eq. (1). A set of 50 WE simulations of length 2.5ns were performed,
and were used as input to build haMSM models and estimate the steady state distribution and flux
into the target. Fig. 1C shows the direct transient distribtution at the end of the training window at
2.5ns, about 1/40 of the SS relaxation time and very far from the SS.
The capability to estimate the correct SS flux value from transient data before SS was de-
pendent upon the size of the microbins, confirming our expectations. Fig. 2 shows that while
the coarsest bins yielded haMSM SS flux estimation which were the same as the direct transient
flux, the haMSM prediction increased monotonically up to the correct SS flux value as the size
of the haMSM microbins became small compared to the size of the features on the 2D landscape,
at about 1024 bins, and remained consistent for all finer microbins calculated (1024-16,384 mi-
crobins). Since the very first particles in the WE simulation only reach the target state by 2.0ns,
this represents about the earliest possible estimation of the SS flux possible. A roughly 40x ac-
celeration was provided by the haMSM SS prediction, as compared to the relaxation time to SS.
We emphasize that we are not referring to a computational acceleration compared to brute force
simulation, or any other approach to obtaining the MFPT. The aggregate simulation time in the
training set was about 1.3µs which is roughly the MFPT itself. We note that it is likely that fewer
WE simulations with fewer particles per WE simulation could have been used, although we do not
explore this limit here.
The haMSM predicted SS distribution is shown in Fig. 1D. With more training data and a longer
training window, the predicted haMSM distribution would converge upon the SS distribution (as
would the direct WE distribution). With the limited training set at t = 2.5ns, the haMSM estimate
is clearly not an exact reproduction of the exact SS (from numerical solution of Eq. (6) shown
in Fig. 1B), but does capture the overall scale of the probability distribution and many important
features of the SS distribution. It is apparent that only approximate estimation of the entire SS
distribution is necessary for accurate estimation of the SS target flux, and the MFPT.
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FIG. 2. Microbin dependence of the haMSM model in the 2D random energy system. Top: haMSM
estimated SS flux from the WE simulation training set using a training window from t = 0− 2.5ns, as a
function of the number of microbins used in the haMSM model (black squares). Estimated SS flux saturates
within the min/max region from numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (shaded blue) with∼ 103
microbins. Bottom: 2D random energy landscape (black contours) with haMSM microbins (4, 64, 1024)
overlaid (colors).
To validate the haMSM capability of reaching SS, we used the haMSM SS distribution to ini-
tialize a set of fully independent 100 WE simulations in the estimated SS (see section “Initializing
WE simulations in estimated SS” for details). Target flux remains steady consistent with the nu-
merical solution of the Smoluchowski equation, haMSM SS estimations, and the direct flux from
long WE simulations longer than the SS relaxation time, shown in Fig. 3. For a more granular
view to confirm SS, we plot the flux profile along the 1D reaction coordinate (distance to the target
state). This flux profile should become flat at SS24,25. While indeed the flux profile becomes much
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flatter after reweighting/restarting, wrong-way fluxes away from the target state are transiently ob-
served after reweighting, indicative of the errors in the estimated SS distribution at large distances
to the target, see Fig. 3B. Within an additional 5ns these wrong-way fluxes relax to a nearly flat
flux profile.
The 2D diffusion of a particle on a random energy landscape explored in this section is a
simple toy model, although it does capture some of the complexity expected for more challenging
systems such as the atomistic protein folding systems. In particular, the existence of metastable
intermediates makes the brute force relaxation to SS in the one-way ensemble approach the MFPT
itself. This is the scenario where we expect haMSMs combined with MSM microbin clustering
will be able to provide the most accelerated estimation of SS properties.
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FIG. 3. Target flux and flux profile from WE simulation of the 2D random energy system. A Direct flux
into the target from weighted ensemble simulation validation set (gray lines) and 95% confidence region
(shaded gray) as a function of simulation (molecular) time, and WE training set out to t = 2.5ns (black
lines). Min/max region from numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (shaded blue), and 95%
confidence region from haMSM SS flux estimates from models with nC > 103 microbins (orange). Direct
flux from reweighted and restarted WE simulations (red lines) and confidence region (shaded red). B Flux
profile along the distance to the target (sink) state before haMSM reweighting (black triangles) and after
reweighting (red triangles). Filled left-pointing triangles depict flux directed towards the target, and empty
right-pointing triangles depict flux directed away from the target.
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Atomistic Protein Folding
In protein folding the configurational space is very high dimensional, and dynamical motion
spans timescales across many orders of magnitude. We show here that in these very challenging
systems, haMSMs with many thousands of microstates are able to accelerate estimation of SS and
protein folding times. In the toy model system, it is possible to reach a point where microbins are
truly Markovian in the sense that the microbins are so small there are no important intrabin features
of the energy landscape. When we construct protein folding haMSMs with 10.0ps lag times, we
do not expect this Markovian property to be satisfied for any construction method or number
microbins3. Despite the lack of Markovian microbins, we do find that haMSM and microbinning
configurational space into 10,000+ structures leads to accelerated SS estimation compared to the
brute-force relaxation time to SS. While discussion of the SS relaxation time is beyond the scope
of this work, we note that it should be very sensitive to the existence of metastable intermediates26.
We study the folding of two proteins, the N-terminal domain of the ribosomal protein L9
(NTL9) and the IgG binding domain of streptococcal protein G. We analyze weighted ensem-
ble trajectories from Ref. 19 and follow the same protocol for additional new WE simulations.
The low-friction NTL9 folding system serves as a well-converged system in which to validate the
haMSM capability to accelerate SS estimation and explore the use of dimensionality reduction
methods (PCA and VAMP) in the haMSM microbinning process. Utilization of dimensionality
reduction methods significantly reduce the computational cost of the clustering but have a more
subtle impact on the haMSM estimated SS, and in this work we explore their use only in the
NTL9 folding system and analyze the protein G folding system using haMSMs with microbins
constructed using the all-atom based clustering with a minimum RMSD distance metric. We fur-
ther attempt to validate the haMSM estimated steady-state of the protein G folding system by
reweighting and restarting a set of WE simulations in the haMSM estimated SS.
The protein folding times estimated in this work, rescaled by the ratio of the friction coefficient
of water at room temperature to the friction used in the implicit solvent Langevin simulations
(16), are encouragingly within an order of magnitude of experimental folding times. There are
many reasons why this comparison is qualitative only. For Brownian dynamics in simple sys-
tems, the friction simply rescales time. Things are less straightforward in complex biomolecular
systems27,28. It is certainly physically reasonable to expect that the low-friction systems should
have a shorter MFPT, but it is beyond the scope of this work to validate a time rescaling for the im-
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plicit solvent simulations. Moreover, under any simulation protocol, the protein folding MFPT is
sensitive to the force-field and choice of water model, simulation protocol, and the exact definition
of the folded/unfolded states.
NTL9
NTL9 is a fast-folding globular protein which has been studied computationally18,29–31. We
performed weighted ensemble simulations of the protein folding process, determining a protein
folding time utilizing Eq. (1) consistent with the experimentally measured 1.2− 1.4ms folding
times32. In these implicit solvent atomistic simulations, flux profiles along the RMSD to the
folded state indicated that the WE simulations effectively approached SS in both the low-friction
(γ = 1/5ps) and high-friction (γ = γwater = 1/80ps) systems within nanoseconds. Applying the
haMSM analysis to both NTL9 systems (with a training window utilizing the final portion of
the WE simulation), the haMSM estimated SS was independent of the method and number of
microbins, confirming that the SS relaxation time was indeed short enough to approach the SS
values via the brute force WE simulation.
In the previously reported WE simulations19, 10 independent low-friction NTL9 folding sim-
ulations were ran for tmol = 15ns. This set of simulations we take to be the validation set, and
5 additional independent 2D-WE simulations are used as the test set for building haMSMs. We
estimate the SS relaxation time to be∼ 5ns in this system, which is the time needed for the average
flux of the validation set to reach the 95% confidence region (CR) for the SS flux as calculated
utilizing a Bayesian bootstrapping procedure33. This is also the time needed for the upper bound
of the test set direct flux to reach the lower bound of the validation set SS flux.
The haMSM estimated SS flux, from haMSM models utilizing WE simulation data from the
test set only up to the training window indicated, increases with the number of microbins in the
haMSM when the training window is significantly less than the SS relaxation time. As the SS
relaxation time of τSS ∼ 5ns is approached, the haMSM estimate becomes independent of the
number of microbins, for all clustering methods studied here, shown in Fig. 4 for both PCA and
VAMP dimensionality reduction. Results for all-atom clustering using a minimum RMSD distance
metric are quantitatively similar to the results utilizing PCA dimensionality reduction, see Fig. 5.
In principle, with sufficient training data and sufficiently small microbins, it should be possible
to extract SS estimates from arbitrarily short (small tmol) trajectory data. In practice, the amount
14
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FIG. 4. haMSM estimated SS flux for NTL9 (low-friction) protein folding at t = 0.5,0.63,1.0,1.5,2.5,4.0ns
(blue, orange, green, red, purple, brown squares) as a function of the number of haMSM microbin, and
SS flux from WE validation set (shaded blue). A Principal Component Analysis (PCA) dimensionality
reduction. B VAMP dimensionality reduction.
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of trajectory and the ability to cluster configurational space into effective microbins will limit
one’s ability to leverage transient information. All clustering methods reach order-of-magnitude
estimates of the SS flux within 1ns (5x acceleration) and a flux estimate within the validation set
CR within 2.5ns (2x acceleration), shown in Fig. 5. Reported acceleration is with reference to the
steady-state relaxation time.
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FIG. 5. Effect of varying training haMSM training window on rate estimation for NTL9 (low-friction)
folding. Confidence region for the direct flux into the target state from a training set of 5 WE folding
simulations for the NTL9 protein performed with a 2D progress coordinate (shaded red), and predicted SS
flux from 3 independently calculated haMSMs with 10,000 microbins using all-atom minimum RMSD k-
means (red diamonds), PCA dimensionality reduction retaining 10 dimensions (orange-red squares), VAMP
dimensionality retaining 10 dimensions (gold circles) and VAMP retaining 100 dimensions (orange circles)
plotted at the final iteration of the training window used, and confidence region formed by all haMSM
models at each training window (shaded gray). In every case, the training window starts at the first iteration.
The spread in values reflects variation in the clustering process, and not the variation between the 5 runs
in the training set. The validation CR (blue) is from a Bayesian bootstrap analysis of the SS flux from
an independent set of 10 WE simulations out to tmol = 12ns examined in19. Direct flux confidence region
(shaded red) from the set of 5 WE simulations in the training set, and friction-rescaled ( γsimγwater ) experimental
folding rate (gold).
The haMSM models systematically reweight the configurational landscape, shifting weight to
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configurations similar to the folded structure (low RMSD to folded state) from unfolded configu-
rations, shown in Fig. 6. The PCA dimensionally-reduced lanscapes show a landscape geometry
where RMSD increases mostly monotonically. Meanwhile the VAMP landscape, which attempts
to separate the subspace of “slow” degrees of freedom, shows a landscape where some unfolded
large RMSD structure are geometrically near small RMSD folded structures, with the largest ge-
ometrical distances between protein configurations of intermediate RMSD. It is not clear here
which kinetic landscape is more correct. VAMP performed similarly to PCA when many indepen-
dent components (ICs) were retained; when only the leading ICs were retained, accelerated order
of magnitude estimation of SS rates were obtained but overshot the true SS rate, and approached
the correct SS rate from above. The performance of the haMSM method to predict SS depends
upon the coordinates used to cluster (all-atom coordinates, PCA, VAMP) when deep in the tran-
sient regime before SS, and becomes independent of microbin construction as SS is approached.
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FIG. 6. NTL9 folding landscapes. A PCA landscapes (x-axis PC1, y-axis PC2) at t = 0.5,1.0,3.0ns con-
structed from 2D-WE protein folding simulations. Left: Scatter plot of RMSD to folded structure. Middle:
haMSM estimated SS distribution − log pSS Right: Difference in haMSM estimated SS distribution and
direct transient distribution (at time t) from WE − log pSS + log pdirect . Red (blue) shows and increase (de-
crease) in probability of the SS compared to the direct transient. B VAMP landscapes (x-axis VAMP1,
y-axis VAMP2) at t = 0.5,1.0,3.0ns constructed from 2D-WE protein folding simulations. Left: RMSD
Middle: haMSM estimated SS. Right: Difference in haMSM SS and direct transient distribution. 2D images
of distributions have been smoothed with a 1 pixel gaussian kernel for visual clarity.
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Protein G
In this system, we have not been able to directly sample long enough to reach the SS. We expect
that in larger, slower, and more computationally expensive systems the haMSM method will have
the most utility. We know this system, sampled out to tmol = 15ns, was not yet in SS by observing
the flux profile along the WE progress coordinate shown in Fig. 7B. Experimental stopped flow
kinetic measurements34 and coarse-grained structure-based simulations35 suggest that protein G
has long-lived metastable on-pathway folding intermediates. Here we extend upon the protein
G WE simulations and haMSM analysis we reported in Ref. 19, finding that in our atomistic
WE folding simulations we observe slow relaxation to steady-state indicative of the presence of
long-lived intermediates on the folding pathway.
The original WE simulations were performed with a 2D progress coordinate, and with a friction
coefficient of γ = 5ps (16x lower than water at the same temperature). Constructing haMSMs from
this trajectory ensemble, we observe that the predicted MFPT depends strongly upon the number
of microbins, consistent with training data in the transient regime. haMSMs with 104 microbins
constructed from the last 5ns of WE simulation predict a SS flux about 3 orders of magnitude
higher than the direct flux, shown in figure 7.
To validate the haMSM prediction, we initialized a set of 15 independent 1D-WE simulations
(progress coordinate the RMSD to the folded state) in the haMSM estimated SS, see section “Ini-
tializing WE simulations in estimated SS” for details. The direct and estimated SS distribution
of haMSM microbin weights are shown in Fig. 8B. Many microbins and corresponding protein
structures which are of very low direct weight (. 10−20) are estimated to become high-weight at
SS. We speculate that the ability to identify these low direct weight structural states during the
transient regime, which are nevertheless important for the folding process at SS, may contribute to
the capability of haMSMs with granular structural detail and 10,000+ microbins to estimate SS.
These reweighted simulations (rw1) were ran for an additional 15ns. The lower bound of
the direct flux CR remained inside the haMSM prediction CR, while the upper bound increased
by a factor of ∼ 10. These flux values remained consistent for a second round of restarted WE
simulations (rw2), as well as haMSM analysis of the reweighted data. Figure 7 shows that the
haMSM estimated SS flux did not vary systematically with the number of microbins (10-10,000)
and were within the direct flux CR, indicative of convergence to SS.
Fig. 7B indicates that the convergence to SS improves with each reweighting, but even after an
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FIG. 7. Protein G (low-friction) folding target flux and current profile. A Flux into the folded state as a func-
tion of tmol. Direct flux CR from a set of 15 2D-WE simulations initialized from the unfolded state (shaded
gray) and the direct flux CR from a set of 15 reweighted/restarted (rw1) 1D-WE simulations initialized in
the haMSM estimated SS (shaded red). A second set of 15 reweighted/restarted (rw2) 1D-WE simulations
initialized in the haMSM estimated SS (shaded green) with rw1 as training data. haMSM estimated SS flux
with 100, 1000, 5000, and 10,000 microbins (blue - light green dashed lines) and CR reflecting the variation
between individual WE runs and haMSM analysis (with 10,0000 microbins) plotted within their respective
training windows. B Flux profile along the RMSD () to the folded state before haMSM reweighting (black
triangles) and after reweighting (red triangles). Flux profile at the end of rw1 simulations (maroon trian-
gles) and beginning of rw2 simulations (green triangles). Filled left-pointing triangles depict flux directed
towards the target, and empty right-pointing triangles depict flux directed away from the target.
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additional 15ns of 1D-WE simulation in the haMSM estimated SS (rw1), and a second round of
reweighting and 2ns of 1D-WE simulation, the flux profile is not yet flat: true SS is not reached.
While a flat flux profile is a definitive property of the SS, we note that we observe that in many
systems the SS flux into the target (folded) state is approached (within error) long before the full
relaxation of the flux profile. This is indicative that relaxation processes far from the folded state
may be very slow but not strongly contributing to the folding process. A weaker property of SS is
that the haMSM estimated SS flux becomes independent of the binning, which is observed when
analyzing the WE simulations (rw1) initialized in the haMSM estimated SS (see Fig. 7).
haMSMs with 104 microbins constructed from the reweighted trajectories (rw1) predict a pro-
tein folding time of 0.3− 4.3ms consistent with the experimentally derived folding time, which
we take to be somewhere between the reported value of 3.1ms at pH 4.034 and 39ms at pH 11.236.
Note that the lowered friction (1/16 of water) of the Langevin simulation should decrease the
observed MFPT of the WE simulation.
The SS relaxation time is not known for this system, so there is no way to exactly estimate how
much the haMSM with microbinning method accelerated estimation of the MFPT in this system.
However, we can at least estimate a lower bound for the relaxation time from the haMSM models
themselves. Implied timescales (eigenvalues) of the haMSM models indicate the presence of a
continuum of eigenvalues implying timescales up to the microsecond and a handful of eigenvalues
exceeding the folding timescale (millisecond to hundreds of seconds) in the protein G haMSM
models with 10,000 microstates (data not shown). This is not necessary relevant for the protein
folding time, since there can certainly be conformational processes between partially folded and
misfolded states which are slower than the evolutionarily optimized protein folding. Initializing
probability in the source (unfolded) state, we can simply iterate the evolution of the haMSM and
estimate the SS relaxation time for the flux into the folded state, roughly τSS−haMSM ∼ 100−200ns,
see supplementary Fig. 9. Note that given converged transition probabilities the haMSM models
are exact for the SS distribution (and flux) but not for the transient relaxation. At the lag time
used in these models (10.0ps) the transient relaxation of the haMSM will be faster than the actual
relaxation, and the haMSM value represents a lower bound37. Protein folding MSMs with a similar
lag time indicate that the actual relaxation time is likely to be 1-2 orders of magnitudes slower3.
The SS relaxation time of the haMSM itself is in general not a quantitative estimate, but evidence
that the haMSM models have substantially accelerated estimation of the protein G folding time
compared to brute force WE simulation.
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FIG. 8. Structures and microbin weights from direct transient WE simulations and haMSM estimated SSs
of protein G (low-friction) folding. A Top 10 highly weighted structures from structures chosen to initialize
reweighted simulations using haMSM reweighting/restarting procedure. Backbone rendered as “worms”
with thickness governed by the relative weight at each RMSD value (colored bars below structures) given
by colorbar (bottom right). Microbin weight from direct transient WE (black) and estimated SS (red). B
haMSM microbin probability as a function of the RMSD () to the folded state. Direct transient microbin
probability (gray dots) and haMSM estimated SS probability (orange dots). Microbin probabilities of struc-
tures chosen using reweighting/restarting procedure before reweighting (black dots) and after reweighting
(red dots).
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DISCUSSION
By using fine “bins” or “microbins” generated from pyEMMA clustering, we show that WE
trajectory data from the transient (pre-SS) regime can be used to construct (unbiased) haMSMs
which reliably estimate SS kinetics. The fine bins can sidestep potentially long relaxation times
internal to large WE bins – that will occur if there are internal barriers. If a haMSM is not used,
standard or “direct” rate calculation from WE would otherwise require reaching the steady state
which may be impractical with many systems of interest. Therefore, the approach developed here
could be of considerable practical importance. We validated this approach in a 2D toy model
of a particle in a random energy landscape, obtaining accurate estimation of the MFPT using a
training window only up to 1/40 of the SS relaxation time, and in atomistic WE simulation of
NTL9 folding, using a training window 1/10 (correct order of magnitude) to 1/2 (within validation
set CR) of the SS relaxation time.
We have observed in several systems that the SS flux into the folded state can converge before
full convergence of the flux profile; we expect that is the case in the protein G system studied
here, where we initialized new WE simulations in the haMSM estimated steady-state which es-
timated a protein folding MFPT consistent with experimentally measured values. To confirm
this expectation additional WE simulation and haMSM reweighting is needed. We are exploring
methods to utilize microbin haMSM models for optimization of WE bin definitions and sam-
pling allocation15. We hope these improved WE sampling methods will enhance the ability to
rapidly obtain converged transition probabilities and further accelerate SS convergence via itera-
tive haMSM reweighting and WE simulation.
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FIG. 9. haMSM estimated transient flux into the target (folded) state (red solid lines) and estimated SS
flux values (red dashed lines). Both haMSM models have 10,000 microstates and were trained from the
15ns 1D-WE simulations initialized in the estimated SS. Only the SS flux is unbiased (if input transition
probabilities are correct), while the relaxation time to SS will be artificially faster due to the short lag time
(10.0ps), but the haMSM SS relaxation time does set a lower bound of 100−200ns for the protein G folding
system.
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FIG. 10. Target flux from WE simulation of the 2D random energy system (black lines) and flux into the
target from numerical solution of the Fokker-Planck equation (shaded blue).
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